Putting yourself ahead....

Yr 1  
Undergrad coursework

Yr 2  
100 - 300 level coursework

Yr 3  
Bachelor Degree

Yr 4  
BPhil/MRes
Yr 1 Advanced coursework

Yr 5  
Research Project

Yr 1 B Phil
Yr 2 Research Project

Masters of Research (MRes)

3 yr PhD

Scholarship - $8k

Scholarship - $16k

www.mq.edu.au/mres
Year 1

- Research Communications
- Research Frontiers
- 6 units of Advanced Disciplinary content

Three compulsory units for Biological Sciences as shown below:
- BIOL711 Topics in Evolution
- BIOL760 Biology in the 21st Century
- BIOL799 Advanced Research Topics in Biology

Three units such as:
- BIOL761 Conservation of Australasian Wildlife
- BIOL787 Biodiversity Conservation
- BIOL773 Advanced Marine Ecology
- BIOL777 Scientific Research Diving
- MEDI701 Foundations in Medical Science
- MEDI731 Applied & Experimental Medical Research 1
- FOHS710 Ethical Issues in Research

+ MRES700 Research Communications
+ BIOL700 Research Frontiers in Biology 1
Year 2

Research Frontiers

+ Research Training

+ Major Research Project

Explore the latest developments across biological sciences

Project management, writing and research skills development

Full year research project
6000 word thesis (90% of assessment)
Working closely with supervisor
Topic explored and identified in year 1
Opportunity to progress to PhD
What now....

• Visit www.mq.edu.au/mres

• Applications close 31 October 2013

• Contact Biology MRes Directors
  • Grant Hose - Grant.Hose@mq.edu.au
  • Andrew Barron - Andrew.Barron@mq.edu.au